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1 Introduction
Selecting the surgical candidate for medically in-
tractable epilepsy, detection and localization of sei-
zure focus and cerebral functions are essential for
diagnosis, for localization of surgical treatment and
for prevention of  surgical complications.  Due to
the limitations of noninvasive evaluations, invasive
examinations, such as chronic ECoG grid recording,
cortical stimulation mapping or amytal test , are of-
ten necessary.  However, they have disadvantages of
invasiveness and sampling error.
Recently developed synthetic aperture magnetome-
try (SAM) is a novel spatial filtering technique
based on the nonlinear constrained minimum-
variance beamformer [1][2]. This technique over-
comes the nonuniqueness of generalized inverse
solutions, such as the minimum norm, and thereby
permits ambiguous three-dimensional source map-
ping.  In the present study we have applied two
techniques derived from SAM: SAM virtual sensor
(VS) method, which enables to measure currento-
densitogram of the small portion of the brain with an
enhanced sensitivity  as if intracranial electrodes
were inserted [3] to estimate the epileptogenic area,
and SAM statistical method which detects activated
cerebral area during task performance [4].

2 Methods
2.1 Simultaneous recording of EEG and
MEG
Nine patients with refractory epilepsy, 5 being tem-
poral and 4 extratemporal, were examined (Table 1).
A helmet -shaped 64-channel SQUID system
(Model 100, CTF Systems) was used for MEG data
acquisition.  EEG signals based on international 10-
20 electrode configuration were processed on the
MEG system to compare both signals on the same
time axis.  Signals of both interictal spikes and sub-
clinical electrical seizures were collected.  A total of
40 raw data sets, each of them comprising of 10 sec-

onds recording, were culled from 2 hours recording
so as to include the epileptic activities on EEG.

2.2 MEG dipole analysis
A single equivalent current dipole (ECD) modeling
was used to estimate the source of interictal epileptic
spike on MEG.  ECDs were plotted on MR images
scanned with the same fiducial markers that were
coordinated with the marker points during MEG
recording.

2.3 SAM-VS
SAM virtual sensors were set in lattice of 1.0 to 1.5
cm width (8 patients) in and around the cerebral tis-
sue where abnormal activity was detected by EEG
or MEG.  The signal from each virtual sensor was
inspected every millisecond to determine the origin
of epileptic discharge and its sequence of spread.
The origin of epileptic discharge was classified  ac-
cording to the anatomical aspects and compared
with the results of other preoperative examinations
including MRI, MRS, PET, SPECT and MEG-ECD,
as well as the final diagnosis determined with
chronic subdural grid study, intraoperative ECoG,
histopathology and surgical outcome.

2.4 Reading task
A hundred words each consisting of 3-hiragana-
character were picked up from a Japanese textbook
for elementary school children.  Care has been paid
to the level of words not being too easy or too diffi-
cult.  Each word was displayed on the 14 inch TFT
monitor in 96 point black Gothic character on the
white background.  After displaying the background
for 3 seconds each word was displayed on trigger for
3 seconds.  Patients were instructed to read the word
without phonation only one time immediately after
each word was displayed.  Each trial is repeated 100
times.  The raw data were collected at a sampling
rate of 625 Hz and filtered with a 200 Hz on-line
low pass filter for 2500 msec before and after the
trigger (Fig.1).  Then it was filtered into frequency



Table 1: The results of preoperative examinations with reference to the final diagnosis

Case No. Age/Sex Final diagno-
sis

EEG MRI/MRS PET/SPECT MEG-ECD SAM-VS Outcome (Engel's
classification)

1 39/F rt TLE+ OLE agree obscure agree agree agree III *
2 24/F rt TLE agree HS agree agree agree I
3 19/M lt TLE agree HS agree agree agree I
4 11/F lt TLE agree obscure agree agree agree II
5 23/F lt TLE agree HS agree agree agree I
6 4/F lt FLE agree GG agree agree agree I
7 6/M rt FLE equivocal obscure obscure fail agree II
8 7/F rt OLE agree obscure agree fail agree I
9 29/M rt FLE equivocal contusion obscure fail agree II

TLE; temporal lobe epilepsy, FLE; frontal lobe epilepsy, OLE; occipital lobe epilepsy
HS; hippocampal sclerosis, GG; ganglioglioma, rt; right, lt; left
* Surgery was performed only for the OLE due to AVM, the patient is under follow up.

bands and analyzed by SAM statistical method
comparing control and active states with different
time windows within 0 to 2500 msec.  The dominant
hemisphere was determined when the event related
synchronization or desynchronization of high gam-
ma band appeared in the temporoparietal region and
frontal operculum.  The result was compared with
amytal test.

Figure 1:  MEG data acquisition protocol for read-
ing task.

3 Results

Suspected epileptogenic areas demonstrated with
SAM virtual sensor agreed reasonably well with
other noninvasive studies including MRI, MRS,
PET, SPECT and MEG-ECD in 6 of the 8 patients
(Cases No.1-6 and 8).  For the temporal lobe epi-
lepsy (Cases No.1-5), good agreement was attained
on the diagnosis and epileptogenic zone.  For the
extratemporal epilepsy, the examination sometimes
failed to give concordant results.  While the esti-
mates by SAM-VS study always consistent with the
final diagnosis.

3.1 Comparison with EEG and SAM-VS cur-
rentodensitogram

Case No.9 was a patient with a 20 years history of
posttraumatic intractable epilepsy.  MRI revealed
large cerebral defect in the right frontal lobe.  Most
of EEG study  including video EEG, however, ap-
peared to indicate bifrontal origin.  Thus, SAM-VSs
were set to cover bilateral frontal lobe (Fig.2a)
In the illustrative case, SAM-VS currentodensi-
togram clearly disclosed a large spike in the right
frontal basal area (channel V09), while EEG demon-
strated bilateral positive spikes, with which no lo-
calization could be determined as shown on the to-
pography (Fig. 2c).  By the careful inspection, elec-
trically still state could be identified on channels
V09 and V20 prior to the spikes.  Among 40 epilep-
tic events, only a few discharges originated from the
left hemisphere.  This observation was confirmed
with intraoperative grid study.

3.2 SAM statistical method for localization of
language -related cortex
The isofield maps have demonstrated field reversals
in the occipital area at around 100 msec, in the pos-
terior temporal area at around 230 msec and left
frontal area at around 350 msec.  Of the five fre-
quency bands, the focal ERD manifested rather con-
sistently in the gamma band.  The SAM statistical
image demonstrated ERD in the occipital cortex in 6
patients, in Wernicke's area in 3 patients, in the an-
gular cortex in 2 patients, in the supramarginal cor-
tex in 2 patients and close to Broca's area in 5 pa-
tients.  The ERDs in the cerebellum, left temporal
base and right hemisphere especially in the tem
poroparietal cortex were observed occasionally.   



Figure 2a:  MR image of Case No.9 showing contusional change in the right frontal lobe.  Lattices of 0.3 cm
width were virtually set on the 3 dimensional MR image space. The currentodensitogram from virtual channel
on each lattice point was monitored.  The location of virtual channels being demonstrated in Figure 2b were
specified.

Figure 2b:  Simultaneous recording of EEG and SAM currentodensitogram of Case No.9.  Selected channels
are presented.  SAM-VS currentodensitogram clearly disclosed large spike in the right frontal basal area
(channel V09), while EEG demonstrated bilateral positive spikes, with which no localization could be deter-
mined (vertical line).  Note the electrical still state identified on channels V09 and V20 prior to the spikes (un-
derlines).

The dominant hemisphere determined with reading
task and SAM statistical method corresponded with
the result of amytal test in all but one case because
of incomplete reading task.

4 Discussion
Selection of patients for intracranial electrode im-
plantation is based on the assumption that a given
seizure disorder is focal.  Nonlocalized seizures are,
however, fond in about 20% of patient evaluated by
intracranial recordings[5].  This is especially true in
frontal lobe epilepsy, which is frequently medically
intractable even with large resections, has worse
surgical results than temporal lobe epilepsy, and is
less understood.  Possible causes of the problem

with localization for epilepsy surgery are: large size
of seizure focus [6], overlap of seizure focus and
nonresectable essential areas, and inaccurate local-
ization.
SAM virtual sensor method, introduced in this
study , could discriminate ambiguous and heteroge
neous electrophysiological process in the brain with
superior spatial and time resolution as if intracranial
electrodes covering whole brain were inserted.  Ad-
vantages of this method would be quite suitable to
delineate the epileptic focus hard to localize with
conventional EEG/ECoG study, due to rapid propa-
gation of electrical activity  or to complex cortical
electric fields that do not show any clear localizing
features on visual analysis of EEG/ECoG[7]



Figure 2c:  Topographies of EEG (left) and MEG
(right) at the time of EEG spike as indicated in Fig-
ure 2b.  The EEG topography indicated maximum
voltage at Cz, while MEG topography strongly sug-
gested the current source in the right frontal lobe.

Figure 3:  Event related synchronization (brighter
area) and desynchronization (darker area) of high
frequency band (50-200Hz) developed during read-
ing task in Case No.3.  The SAM statistical image
successfully  demonstrated event related synchroni-
zation in Wernicke's area and desynchronization in
Broca's area.  This agreed with the result of Amytal
test that left hemisphere was dominant.

The localization of functional eloquent cortex is an-
other important issue to determine the surgical detail.
The SAM statistical method delineate the areas of
functional cortex based on alteration of brain rhythm
evoked by systemic neural activities.  In the present
study, we applied this method to demonstrate the
language related cortices.  The results obtained were
reasonable.  This analysis would be useful for the
presurgical investigation especially in patients with
medically intractable epilepsy because of non-
invasiveness of the method and the simplicity of the
task required [8].

5 Conclusion
Our results indicated that both of the SAM virtual
sensor method and SAM statistical method would be

effective in localizing normal and abnormal cerebral
activities. These simple and noninvasive methods
might become alternatives for invasive intracranial
electrodes or amytal test. Further study is indicated
to confirm their usefulness.
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